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Polarization effects that appear in the interaction between intense light and spin waves are studied and are
due to interference of first- and second-order interactions are studied. The polarization effects tha~ occur
during mixed excitation of spin waves by a homogeneous, alternating magnetic field and light, or during
excitation of spin waves by nonlinear mixing of two light waves, are also investigated. Some experiments
based on the application of the derived relations are discussed.
PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls

1. For a number of magnets-ferrites and orthoferrites-and, in particular, for iron yttrium garnet (YIG),
as was first discovered by Pisarev and Le Gall, [1,2J the
constants of magneto- and electric dipole interactions
of first order turn out to be com'parable in magnitude
with the magneto-optical interactions of second order.
The former interactions are responsible for the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization, the latter for
the effect of double refraction of the light. The interference of these two interactions, as has been noted in
[2 J, leads to the result that the nonlinear interaction of
the light waves turns out to be very sensitive to their
polarization. As will be shown below, this leads to
interesting consequences in such processes as the action of light on the parametriC excitation of spin waves
and the excitation of spin waves by nonlinear mixing of
two light waves.

2. The energy density of a uniaxial magnetodielectric
can be expended in a series of the electric field intensity
E and magnetic moment density M:
(1)

Here €ik is the dielectric tensor, a is the constant of
exchange interaction, Hm is the internal magnetic field,
which satisfies the relations curl Hm = 0, V(H m + 41TM)
= 0, eijl is a tensor that is antisymmetric in all pairs
of indices; fijklm is the tensor of magneto-optic interactions of second order, which is diagonal for cubic
crystals; I: is the specific Faraday rotation. The electric
field intensity E and the magnetic-moment density M we
represent in the form of expansions in the canonical
variables Ak and Bq:
E=

E e.a.A.e"',

a.'=41tck/e',

(2)

•

m=

E 11. (u.B.+v.B_.-) e"',

m=M-M.,

•
where ~ and Io'q are the vectors of polarization of the
light and of oscillations of the magnetic moment density
with equilibrium value Mo; k and q are the wave vectors
of the electromagnetic and spin waves; c is the light
velocity; uq and Vq are the standard Goldtein-Primakoff
transformation functions.[3J We choose a set of coordinates such that the Mo is directed along the z axis. The
Hamiltonian of the system in these variables takes the
form
(16=

E v.A"A.+ E w.B.B.-+ L V
II:.
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The equations of motion for the amplitudes Ak and Bq
in the presence of the magnetic field H = Ho + h cos 2wot,
where Ho is the constant and h the alternating field, directed along Mo (parallel to the magnetic pump with frequency 2wo) are of the form

aA.

~

iTt=vtA.+ k.l V,,(kk,q)A.,B.,

(5)

k_1I:,+t

f
F=-(e ..E,E.+i5 ..H,H.)+M(H+aVM+Hm),
811

Here Wq are the spin wave frequencies, f44 = fiziz and
the other components of the tensor fijklm in the uniaxial cubiC magnet do not make a contribution to the
three-wave interaction processes (the constant f44 is
determined from the Cotton-Mouton effect [I J). From
the expression for the coefficient of interaction of the
light with spin waves we see that its first component is
asymmetric relative to the substitution k = k1 , as a consequence of the anti symmetric tensor eikl in the magneto-optical interactions of first order.

(3)

.i--'
aB -w.B.+

at

E V.. (kk,q)A"A.,+JilL ..,
._11;._11;

(6)
Ji = h ~
gM, ( aq''+411 -q-'q.'+qv') .

We shall seek a solution of Eqs. (5)-(6) in the form
(7)

where ak(t) and bq(t) are slowly varying quantities. The
equations for them can be obtained by substituting (7)
in (5)-(6) and carrying out time averaging, excluding
the rapidly oscillating components, similar to what was
done earlier.[5J
3. In the process of parametric excitation of spin
waves in parallel pumping, what are excited are the
spin waves with Wq = Wo and with wave vectors q 1 Mo.
The incident light with amplitude ao and frequency Vo
interacts resonantly with the spin waves if the angle
between the wave vectors ko and ko ± II of the incident
and scattered light is equal to e = arcsin (q,l2ko), while
the polarization vectors are perpendicular to them:
eo 1 el' The linearized system of equations for the
slowly changing amplitudes ak and bq of the resonantly
interacting waves are of the following form after time
averaging (see [5J)

i( :t +l)a+=Vas(k-q,q)a,b_., i( :t +l)a_=Vs'(k-q,q)a,b",
(~

+r) b.=V;(k-q,q)a_·a,-Jib_'-,
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(8)

In (8), we have introduced the phenomenological coefficients of damping of the electromagnetic (y) and spin
waves (r), Vs and Vas are the coefficients of interaction
for the Stokes (a-) and antistokes waves (3.;.) with frequencies v_= Vo - Wo and V+ = Vo + woo It follows from (8)
that the exponential increase in the bare amplitudes bq
and b-q takes place if
7i';;;or'- ~ Vs'V.s'la.I'+ .!:..(v.s'-V,') la.I'.
l'
1

(9)

cx.kctk,

(%.ItCh.
v.s= - ~
[b+2j"M,],
1

(

10

)

(11)

4n

If
(12)

then the Stokes component will predominate in the
scattering at eo II Mo and the anti-Stokes component at
eo II Mo. As a consequence, a decrease occurs in the
spin wave excitation threshold at eo .L Me:
1i';;;OP-!.. Vs'la.I',
1

(13)

and at 80 II Mo there is an increase in the threshold:

7i';;;op+~ V.s'la,I',
1

or, in the variables of the electric field intensity and the
magnetic moment,
_

u. V" (k,k,q) E E •
•

2·

(18)

It is clear from (4) that the vectors el and 82 should be

and for waves with eo liMo,
Vs= akak, [b+ 2j ..M,],

(16)

(17)

m.- a',a., (r±i~co)

This is also the condition for mixed parametric excitation of spin waves by light and by the variable magnetic
field. It is seen from (9) that the threshold oUhe mixed
excitation depends essentially on the polarization of the
incident electromagnetic wave. For waves with eo 1 Mo,
Vs= - ~ [b-2j,.M.]'

~co=V.(k.)-V2(k,)-co(k.-k2),

where ~w is the frequency shift. This equation possesses
the stationary stable solution

(14)

i.e., at 80 1 Mo the waves that interact in resonant fashion with the light cannot be parametrically excited, and
at Ii ~ r spin waves will be excited that are resonantly
coupled with the pump and nonresonantly with the light.
Thus, if the condition (12) is satisfied, one should expect, depending on the polarization of the incident light,
a decrease or an increase in the threshold of parametric excitation of the spin waves resonantly coupled with
the light. At an light-wave electric field intensity ao 10 cgs esu, the change that takes place in the value of
the threshold is comparable with the threshold itself.
4. Spin waves can be excited by nonlinear mixing of
two light waves with frequencies VI and V2 and wave
vectors kl and k2, such that their differences coincide
with the frequency wand wave vector q of the spin
wave:

mutually perpendicular, so that the interaction coefficient can be maximal. But, if 81 1 Mo and 82 II Mo, then the
Faraday rotation adds up with the double-refraction interaction and the excitation of the magneto-acoustic
wave will be maximal. If e1 II Me and e2 1 M2, a difference will appear in V12 in the coefficients of these interactions and the excitation will be minimal. Thus, for
YIG, where the constants of the Faraday rotation and
double refraction can be almost equal[2) at el II Me and
e2 1 Mo, there will be practically no excitation of the
spin waves by nonlinear mixing of the light. Substituting
the numerical values of the constants for YIG[3) in (18),
we find that the oscillations of the magnetic moment with
m - 10-2 Mo should be observed for such amplitudes of
light that E1E2 :S 1 (cgs eSI1)2, if 811 Mo and 82 II Mo.
5. We now discuss briefly the experimental consequences of the results that have been obtained.
The sensitivity of the magneto-optical interactions to
the orientation of the polarization vector of the incident
light makes it possible to investigate more completely
the details of the effect of light on the parametric excitation of spin waves, both experimentally (4) and theoretically.[5) In particular, it was shown in (5) that the
light has a significant effect on the excitation threshold
of spin waves via interaction with the elastic oscillations.
Inasmuch as this interaction is insensitive to the direction of the polarization vector of the incident light, the
contribution of purely magneto-optical interactions can
be separated by varying the polarization of the incident
light. This would allow us to carry out a more detailed
comparison of theory with experiment and to separate
the contributions of the various mechanisms of the effect of light on the parametriC excitation of the spin
waves.

Let the magnet be subjected to two beams of light
with amplitudes a1 and a2, polarizations e1 and e2, and
frequencies and wave vectors satisfying the conditions
(15). Neglecting the change in the amplitudes of the
light waves in the interaction process and omitting the
equations for them, we represent only the equation for
the amplitude of the spin wave, which follows from (8):

The possibility mentioned above of the excitation of
intense spin waves with the required frequency and wave
vector by nonlinear mixing of two light waves is an attractive one. We discuss here only the single possibility
of using this process for the investigation of the nonlinear relaxation of spin waves. As is seen from (17),
the amplitude of the excited spin wave is proportional to
the product of the amplitudes of the light waves and inversely proportional to the sum of the attenuation coefficients of the spin wave r and the detuning D.w. The directions of the incident light beams (k1 and k2) can be so
chosen that the detuning vanishes. In this case the amplitude of the spin wave mq reaches a maximum value
and its magnitude is determined only by the value of the
damping coefficient. For parametriC excitation of spin
waves in YIG (6 ) (and recently also in antiferromagnets[7),
the jumps in the absorption of the pump power has been
observed experimentally, a possible explanation of
which, proposed in [6,8), is that the mechanism of ab-
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V.-V,=co, k.-k,=q.

(15)

For moderate constants of interaction of the light with
the spin waves and at easily attainable amplitudes of the
light (we shall give numerical estimates below), such a
method of excitation of the spin waves can be effective
enough. Naturally, the interference of the interactions
of the Faraday rotation and double refraction should be
especially strongly marked in this process.
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sorption of spin waves saturates at sufficiently large
amplitudes and thus the attenuation coefficient depends
significantly on the amplitude and falls off with its increase, in any case at small amplitudes. In the parametric excitation, a large number of spin waves with approximately equal increments come into play Simultaneously, and it is therefore difficult to estimate the
contribution of the collective interactions of the parametrically excited spin waves with one another and with
the field of the pump in the jumps of absorped pump
power. If one succeeds in establishing the excitation of
a spin wave by nonlinear mixing of light waves, then in
this case, the excitation of other spin waves is excluded and the dependence of the attenuation coefficient
on the amplitude is determined from the relation (18):
f= u,V.. (k,k,q) £,£"

(19)

CXktCtt.m.

which is valid also for nonlinear damping of the waves.
The amplitude of the spin wave mq can be measured
from the change in the amplitude of the longitudinal
magnetization:
.
~J{,=M,-llf.=-m.'/.IIf•.

The departure of the relation (19) from a constant
value is equal to a nonlinear contribution to the attenuation coefficient.
The intense light can produce a number of phonon
phenomena (for example, heating of the sample, excitation of low-frequency elastic oscillations and so on),
which determine the departure of r from a constant
value. The sensitivity of the interaction coefficient V 12
to a change in the .polarization of the light waves allows
a separation of the nonlinear contributions to r from
the background phenomena. In fact, the value of the
numerator in the right Side of (19) can change without
change in the intenSity of the light waves, through a
change in the directions of the polarization vectors 81
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and 82. Here the amplitude of the excited spin wave
should change in proportion to V12 , while the background
phenomena, which are insensitive to a change in the
light polarization, will remain unchanged.
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